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In this thesis I present an automated framework for segmentation of bone 
structures from dual modality PET/CT scans and further extraction of SUV 
measurements. The first stage of this framework consists of a variant of the 
3D U-Net architecture for segmentation of three bone structures: vertebral 
body, pelvis, and sternum. The dataset for this model consists of annotated 
slices from the CT scans retrieved from the study of post-HCST patients and 
the 18F-FLT radiotracer, which are undersampled volumes due to the low-dose 
radiation used during the scanning. The mean Dice scores obtained by the 
proposed model are 0.9162, 0.9163, and 0.8721 for the vertebral body, pelvis, 
and sternum class respectively. The next step of the proposed framework 
consists of identifying the individual vertebrae, which is a particularly difficult 
task due to the low resolution of the CT scans in the axial dimension. To 
address this issue, I present an iterative algorithm for instance segmentation 
of vertebral bodies, based on anatomical priors of the spine for detecting the 
starting point of a vertebra. The spatial information contained in the CT and 
PET scans is used to translate the resulting masks to the PET image space and 
extract SUV measurements. I then present a CNN model based on the 
DenseNet architecture that, for the first time, classifies the spatial distribution 
of SUV within the marrow cavities of the vertebral bodies as normal 
engraftment or possible relapse. With an AUC of 0.931 and an accuracy of 92% 
obtained on real patient data, this method shows good potential as a future 
automated tool to assist in monitoring the recovery process of HSCT patients.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
Medical imaging provides non-invasive means for expert physicians to 
evaluate and diagnose disease [1]. In this context, image processing is used to 
facilitate the evaluation process. In recent years, and especially in view of the 
explosive growth in machine-learning research, convolutional neural networks 
(CNNs) have been shown effective in a variety of image processing tasks 
including important medical applications such as segmentation [2]-[6]. 
Motivated by this fact and by the study performed by Williams et al. on 
hematopoietic stem-cell transplant (HSCT) patients [7], [8], in this thesis I 
present a CNN-based framework for automated segmentation of three bone 
structures: vertebral body, pelvis, and sternum, from dual modality PET/CT 
scans. Based on these segmentations, I then present an automated SUV 
extraction method which can be used for monitoring the patient status during 
the recovery process and for detecting a proper recuperation versus a possible 
relapse.  
1.1. Problem Description 
This work is mostly based on the research by Dr. Williams et al. on HSCT 
patients [7], [8]. In their study, eligible patients presenting leukemia and 
myelodysplastic syndrome underwent radiation and chemotherapy in order to 
eradicate the cancerous cells located in the bone marrow. Then, patients 
received a venous infusion of haemopoietic stem cells to recover normal 
hemopoiesis on the host. Their study also establishes that the first 28 days 
post-HSCT are crucial to the patient for achieving a proper recovery and 
growth of blood cells (viz. engraftment). If the transplantation is rejected, a 
graft failure takes place [9]; even worse, if cancer is recurrent after the 
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transplant, a relapse occurs. During this stage, the general procedure for 
examination of the patient evolution consists of a bone marrow biopsy, which 
is an invasive process that can cause pain and discomfort to the patient [10]. 
As an alternative, dual modality PET/CT imaging has been proposed for 
monitoring the patients, which consists of a two-stage procedure: CT imaging 
followed by PET scanning. The SUV measurements obtained from the PET 
scan are used as an indicator of the metabolic activity within the bone marrow 
of the vertebral bodies and other organs.  
In the study of post-HSCT patients presented in [7], [8], 18F-FLT was used 
as a radiotracer for the PET scans and scanning was performed on different 
instances: the day before the transplant (with the bone marrow ablated), 
between 5 and 9 days post-transplant, and 28 days post-transplant. Since 
patients are particularly vulnerable after the myeloablative process, the CT 
scanning was performed using low-dose radiation (120 kVp). As consequence, 
the obtained CT volumes comprise anisotropic voxels (approx. size 1.17 mm × 
1.17 mm × 5 mm) having a low resolution in the axial dimension, which makes 
the task of identifying each individual vertebra particularly hard, even 
visually, due to the CT axial slice thickness being on the same order as or even 
thicker than the thickness of intervertebral discs of the cervical region [11]. On 
the other hand, the voxels in the obtained PET volumes are isotropic (approx. 
size of 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm), exhibiting a slightly better axial resolution than 
the CT scans.  
The difference in the resolution between the two imaging techniques 
generates an issue for obtaining the desired SUV measurements, since the 
data required for calculating the SUV is contained in the PET scans whereas 
the relatively better resolution of the CT scans within the axial plane makes it 
desirable to perform bone segmentation on the CT images. Indeed, the axial 
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slices in the PET modality do not capture the features of internal structures 
such as bones and organs accurately, especially in early scanning after the 
HSC transplant when the metabolic activity measured by the radiotracer 
within the bone marrow cavities is generally low. Additionally, the initial 
reference point varies when changing from CT to PET scanning, causing a 
misalignment between the images. As a result, assessment of the obtained 
data is a sensitive task even for specialists in the area.  
In the next section I present an overview of my proposed solution for 
automatic segmentation of individual vertebral bodies and SUV extraction 
from the retrieved PET/CT scans, which I will explain thoroughly in this thesis. 
1.2. Proposed Solution and Organization 
Currently, the data obtained from the post-HSCT study is evaluated by 
physicians in a time-consuming task where they need to manually identify, 
locate, and draw multiple regions of interest on each scan using proprietary 
medical imaging software [12]. To assist physicians in this task, I propose an 
automated framework consisting of a CNN for segmentation of the bone 
structures present in the CT scans and an iterative algorithm for identifying 
individual vertebral bodies. The obtained segmentation masks are then 
translated to the PET image space to extract the requested SUV 
measurements and to calculate some statistics of interest for medical analysis. 
Finally, a CNN-based classifier is used to classify the patterns generated by 
the spatial distribution of the SUV within the bone marrow of the vertebral 
bodies, which has been suggested could be used as an indicator of a successful 
engraftment or relapse after the HSC transplant [12]. The proposed framework 
consists of the following stages: 
a) 3D U-Net for multiclass bone segmentation: motivated by the extended 
usage of convolutional neural networks over the last years on image processing 
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tasks, and based on the work presented in [4], I trained a 3D variant of the U-
Net architecture [5], [6] for automated segmentation of three bone structures: 
vertebral body, pelvis, and sternum. The CT scans obtained in the post-HCST 
study presented in [7], [8] were used for training the network, with ground-
truth annotations provided by Nguyen [13]. To overcome the problem of the 
small size of the dataset, I applied data augmentation during the network 
training. The implementation details, along with a discussion of the network 
performance and comparison with other similar works, is presented in Chapter 
3. 
b) Instance segmentation of vertebral bodies: using the segmentation mask 
obtained by the 3D U-Net from the previous stage, I developed an iterative 
algorithm for identifying and labeling each individual vertebra, starting from 
C2 and moving downwards to L5. The criteria used for identifying the starting 
point of a vertebra was based on two anatomical priors: the characteristic 
curvature of the spine when viewed sagitally, and the presence of pedicles that 
act as a bridge between the vertebral bodies and the transversal processes of 
the vertebra. The implementation details and the obtained results are 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
c) Conversion of CT masks to the PET image space: to extract the desired 
SUV measurements from the PET scans, I translated the segmentation masks 
obtained from the CT scans to the PET image space by using affine matrices 
[14] containing the spatial information related to each imaging technique. I 
then used the extracted values to calculate several statistics of interest, 
including the mean, median, maximum value and standard deviation of the 
SUV within the bone marrow of vertebral bodies. Section 4.4 covers the image 
space conversion and a comparison of the obtained SUV statistics with the 
SUV results presented by Carson [15] for the same HSCT dataset. 
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d) CNN-based classifier for post-HSCT evaluation: it has been suggested 
that the patterns generated by the spatial distribution of the SUV within the 
bone marrow cavities of the vertebral bodies could be used as an indicator of a 
successful engraftment or relapse after the HSC transplant [12]. Based on this 
statement, I trained a 3D CNN based on the DenseNet architecture [16] for 
classifying the spatial distribution of the SUV obtained in Chapter 4 into two 
categories: “normal” and “irregular” pattern. The implementation details and 
network performance are presented in Chapter 5. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I present 
background material on medical imaging terminology used throughout the 
document, along with a review of image segmentation techniques and 
convolutional neural networks. I also include a literature review of published 
works related to spine and vertebral body segmentation. In Chapter 3 I provide 
the architecture and training details of the 3D U-Net model used for multiclass 
bone segmentation, and a discussion of the network performance on the post-
HCST dataset. In Chapter 4, I introduce an iterative algorithm for instance 
segmentation of vertebral bodies, which is based on anatomical priors of the 
spine. I also included the methodology used for extracting the SUV 
measurements from the PET scans using the segmented masks from the CT 
volumes, and a comparison of the SUV statistics with the similar work 
presented in [15] for the post-HCST dataset. In Chapter 5 I provide the 
architecture and training details of the DenseNet model used for classifying 
the patterns of the spatial distribution of the SUV within the bone marrow of 
the vertebral bodies, along with a discussion of the network performance. 
Chapter 6 serves as a conclusion for this thesis, where I list the original 
contributions of this work along with recommendations for further research. 
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Chapter 2. Background 
 
This chapter provides a general background on medical imaging and 
anatomical definitions used during the development of the proposed 
framework in addition to a review of image segmentation and deep learning in 
the context of image processing for medical applications. 
2.1. Medical Imaging and Anatomical Key Definitions 
2.1.1. Computed Tomography 
Computed tomography (CT) is an image acquisition method for clinical use 
which consists in a patient being exposed to, depending on the configuration, 
sequential X-ray radiation doses along the region of interest (multi-slice CT), 
or a rotational beam moving around the subject (helical CT). CT imaging 
provides additional depth information when compared to traditional 
radiography, thus, resulting in a 3D volume [17]. The equipment for a CT 
system consists primarily of the patient table, where the patient lies down 
during the procedure, the X-ray tube emitting the radiation, and detectors, 
which measure the radiation attenuation after traversing the patient [18]. The 
actual image can be reconstructed using algebraic approaches (like 
backprojection), statistical methods or Fourier-based techniques, giving 
grayscale values expressed in Hounsfield units (HUs) defined by 




where 𝐻𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) represents the Hounsfield units at location (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 
is the corresponding average linear attenuation coefficient at the same 
location, and 𝜇𝑤 is the linear attenuation coefficient for water at the specific 
conditions used in the procedure [19]. 
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The spatial resolution of the obtained image is determined by factors like 
focal spot, motion, detector dimensions and sampling. The noise present will 
depend on radiation dose, exposure time, slice thickness and reconstruction 
method used. As a consequence, obtaining an isotropic volume (where each 
voxel dimension is the same in the three spatial axes) with low noise requires 
a larger exposure time, which could be impractical due to the breathing 
movement of the patient [20], [21]. 
2.1.2. Positron Emission Tomography 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclear-based imaging 
technique. The patient receives a small dose (generally injected) of a 
radioactive substance, called a radiotracer or radionuclide, which is used for 
detecting the metabolic activity of the cells of body tissues [22]. The basic 
principle for PET is the spontaneous positron emission by the nuclei of the 
radiotracer. The positron annihilates with an electron and releases two gamma 
particles in opposite directions. A detector ring will record when two opposite 
gamma photons are sensed within a range of coincidence [23], and that 
information will be used for reconstructing an image.  
PET is used in cardiology, neuropsychiatry, and mostly in oncology for 
identifying tumors, diagnosis of malignancy, response to treatment, and 
detection of recurrences [24]. A metric for quantitative assessment of PET is 
the standardized uptake value (SUV) [25], defined by 
 𝑆𝑈𝑉 =




𝐼𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒 [𝐵𝑞] / 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡[𝐾𝑔]
. (2) 
The resulting units for the SUV are density units, like [g/ml], indicating the 
ratio between regional and whole-body concentration. These values play a 
significant role in this thesis, since it has been suggested that SUV may 




Figure 1. Anatomy of the spine and vertebrae. Extracted from [26].  
2.1.3. The Spine  
The spine is a column of several stacked bones called vertebrae. It extends 
from the base of the head to the pelvic zone and serves as support for the 
human body. The very first group of vertebrae starting from the head are called 
cervical vertebrae (named C1-C7), followed by the thoracic vertebrae (T1-T12) 
and lumbar vertebrae (L1-L5) [27]. The sacrum and the coccyx are located at 
the tail of the spine, both being considered as fused vertebrae. The anatomy of 
the vertebrae vary for each region, as indicated by Figure 1, the common factor 
being the presence of a roughly cylindrical vertebral body with some salient 
structure called the spinous process [28], and the exception being the first two 
cervical vertebrae C1 (atlas) and C2 (axis). 
For the present work, one of the major tasks is detecting and identifying 
individual vertebrae from CT scans.  
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2.1.4. Haemopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation 
Hematopoiesis or hemopoiesis is the biological process, originated by the 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), in which blood cells are generated [29]. This 
process occurs primarily in the bone marrow, which constitutes the soft tissue 
of the bones, corresponding mainly to the interior of the vertebral body for the 
spine [30]. 
Some diseases like leukemia may affect the normal production of blood 
cells, putting the life of the patient at risk. HSC transplantation (HSCT) is a 
medical procedure in which HSC cells are transplanted to the patient after 
ablating the immune system with chemotherapy and/or radiation [31]. An 
engraftment takes place when the normal activity of the patient is restored, 
and graft failure is when transplantation is rejected [9]. If cancer is recurrent 
after the transplant, a relapse occurs. PET imaging is used for monitoring the 
patient’s metabolism after the treatment. Although 18F-FDG is the common 
radiotracer used for this purpose [32], 18F-FLT has been proposed as an 
alternative because it seems to better capture the metabolism in the bone 
marrow [7], [8], [33]. Williams et al. performed a study on 23 HSCT patients 
and scanned the subjects using CT and PET imaging with 18F-FLT [7], [8]. 
Imaging was executed on multiple instances: one day before, between five and 
nine days after, and 28 days after the transplant. The study of the obtained 
scans constitutes the major basis for this thesis. 
2.1.5. Anatomical, World and Image Coordinate Systems 
The anatomical coordinate system is used for describing the patient’s 
position. It consists of three planes [34] perpendicular to each other: 
- Sagittal plane: Divides the body into left and right sections. When the 




Figure 2. From left to right, illustration of world, anatomical and image 
coordinate systems, extracted from [35]. 
- Coronal plane: Splits the body into front (anterior) and back (posterior). 
- Axial plane: Also known as traversal plane, divides the body into 
superior (towards the head) and inferior (towards feet) sections. 
The prior definitions are used for specifying the imaging reference planes: 
Superior/Inferior (S-I), Anterior/Posterior (A-P), Left/Right (L-R). In 
radiography, the reference point is the patient’s soles, resulting in an LPS+ 
system: positive values defined from right towards left, from anterior towards 
posterior, and from inferior towards superior on the sagittal, coronal, and axial 
planes respectively [14], [35]. Other medical applications may use different 
reference systems. 
The world coordinate system is a cartesian system relative to, as the name 
suggests, a real-world reference point, and is expressed in measurable units 
(like mm). The reference point may vary from fabricant to fabricant, 
application, etc.  
The image coordinate system is an index-based system, used for 
representing the actual image data which is stored as an array. In 3D imaging 
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systems, each voxel (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) represents the intensity values, and the voxel 
dimensions represent displacements on the real-world coordinates [35]. 
Figure 2 illustrates the world, anatomical, and image coordinate system. 
2.1.6. Affine Transformation 
The correspondence between the image and real-world coordinate systems 
is given by an affine transformation. On an ℝ𝑛 space, an affine transformation 
is a map 𝐹: ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑛 of the form 
 𝐹(𝒑) = 𝑀𝒑 + 𝒒 (3) 
for all 𝒑 ∈ ℝ𝑛, where 𝒒 ∈ ℝ𝑛 is the translational part of 𝐹 and 𝑀 is a linear 
transformation of ℝ𝑛, also called the linear part of 𝐹 [36]. 
The correspondence between an image voxel (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) and a real-world 
coordinate is given by 
 𝒑 = 𝑴(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘)𝑻 + 𝒑𝟎,, (4) 
where 𝒑 represents a real-world point (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝒑𝟎 is the origin (𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0) and M 
is a 3 × 3 transformation matrix, originated by the product between the image 
scaling (also known as spacing or zooming) S and rotations (𝑅𝑖, 𝑅𝑗 , 𝑅𝑘) applied 
to the image around two axis according to 


















where 𝜃, 𝜙 and 𝛾 are the rotational angles with respect to each image axis [36]. 
The translational part 𝒑𝟎 from Eq. (4) can be included in the linear part by 
using an augmented 4 × 4 matrix 𝐴, generating what is called homogeneous 
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].  (6) 












In case of switching between two different image spaces, the voxel coordinates 
from image space 𝐵 containing the same spatial position as the initial one can 












2.1.7. DICOM Data Format 
DICOM stands for “Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine.” 
DICOM is an international standard used in medical imaging, originated in 
the 1980s by the American College of Radiology (ACR) and the National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) for generating a unified format 
shared between fabricants of different imaging devices (CT, PET, fluoroscopy, 
angiography, etc.) [38]. The current standard is based on the third revision 
from 1993, and updates are being released periodically. The standard defines 
the structure for storing imaging and patient data and additionally a 
communication protocol for exchanging information. 
For 3D images, the DICOM format uses a slice-by-slice basis for storing 
data, which means that for a single patient scan, multiple files are generated, 
each representing an axial slice. Each file contains the image data, stored as a 
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row-column array, and a metadata dictionary, which includes the patient’s age, 
weight, height, and procedure. The dictionary also stores the spatial 
information of the image frame, such as rotation, pixel spacing, slice thickness 
and position in millimeters, as well as binary-related information such as bit-
size, data type and number of channels [39].  
Additional information is recorded depending on the procedure being used. 
For CT imaging, this includes the current, voltage and exposure time; for PET 
imaging, the additional information includes the radiotracer, dose, and decay 
time. 
2.1.8. NIfTI Image Format 
The Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative (NIfTI) was founded 
in the 2000s by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and the 
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS). The NIfTI 
format extension (.nii) was designed as a relatively simple storage format for 
neuroimaging. The current revision NIfTI-2, approved in 2011, allows 64-bit 
storage [40]. 
The image data in a NIfTI file is stored sequentially as a list, representing 
a whole volume, or a time series volume for some procedures. The file header 
stores the total dimension of the image, the data type, bits per pixel, and voxel 
units. The spatial information is stored in the form of an affine matrix.  
Although the NIfTI format was initially designed for working with 
magnetic resonance imaging, radiological data such as that present in a 
DICOM file for CT scan can also be stored with the proper considerations [41]. 
2.2. Image Segmentation 
One of the common tasks in image processing is image segmentation, which 
is the process of partitioning an image into multiple segments or regions, each 
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one with homogeneous characteristic features such as texture, morphology, 
brightness, etc. Each segment 𝑆𝑖 is associated with a label, and each pixel (or 
voxel in 3D images) belonging to 𝑆𝑖 is assigned with the same label value [42]. 
If the segmentation goal is to identify non-countable or general regions or 
classes (such as sky, car, people), it is referred as semantic segmentation. 
Instead, when it is desired to identify individual objects or instances (like each 
one of the cars captured by a CCTV cam), the term instance segmentation is 
used. A combination of both semantic and instance segmentation is known as 
panoptic segmentation [43]. Unless otherwise specified, I will use the term 
segmentation when referring to semantic segmentation. 
2.2.1. Segmentation Techniques 
Multiple techniques have been studied and developed for image 
segmentation. The most basic algorithm is thresholding, which consists of 
converting a grayscale image to a binary image by clipping the values below or 
above a reference level (or threshold). This method is useful when there is a 
high contrast between background and foreground, or when the objects to be 
segmented each present similar intensity values that are distinct from one 
another [44]. Adaptive thresholding techniques are based on local thresholding 
and they usually make use of the statistics of a subregion such as mean, 
median, or peak values. 
Edge-based techniques are used for detecting the edges or boundaries of an 
object. An edge is considered to be a discontinuity in the intensity values 
between two regions, which can be detected using discrete spatial filters based 
on the first (gradient) and second order (Laplacian) derivatives. Common 
filters include the Robert, Sobel, and Laplacian of Gaussian kernels and the 
Canny operator [45]. 
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Region based segmentation, as the name suggests, makes use of subregions 
within the image. Some examples include: 
- Region growing: a technique that groups pixels into larger regions by 
using the criteria defined on the initial seed points.  
- K-means clustering: splits the image into multiple clusters and runs 
iteratively until the variance within clusters is minimized.  
- Graph cut segmentation: represents the image as a graph, where the 
nodes represent pixels which are connected by edges [45].  
Model-based segmentation represents the shape and structure of an object 
by some algebraic or geometrical model [42]. Template matching compares the 
features of a target region with a pattern. This procedure was used in [46] for 
tracking down markers on tumors and in [47] for segmentation of cells. 
Parametric deformable models represent the contours as a parametrized curve 
affected by internal and external forces that define the object boundary [42], 
[48], [49]. 
In recent years, machine learning and, more specifically, deep-learning 
methods have regained strength due to the increase in computational power 
and GPU memory size. A more detailed discussion is presented in Section 2.3. 
2.2.2. Metrics for Image Segmentation 
Segmentation can be considered a classification task, in which each voxel or 
pixel is assigned a label or value representing a class (background or 
foreground in the case of binary segmentation) [45]. Thus, most of the following 
concepts also apply to image classification. A fuzzy segmentation algorithm, 
like deep-learning-based segmentation, assigns weights or probabilities in the 
range [0,1], which are converted to discrete values by using some criteria [50],  
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Table 1. Confusion Matrix. 
 Actual Positive Actual Negative 
Assigned Positive True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP) 
Assigned Negative False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN) 
 
[51], like thresholding. The segmentation results are then tabulated in the 
form of a confusion matrix, as shown in Table 1. The values in the confusion 
matrix are determined by comparing the segmentation results with the ground 
truth values. The ground truth values, or actual values, are a set of annotations 
containing the ideal or expected result [52]. True positive and true negative 
values indicate agreement between the label assigned to a pixel or voxel and 
the ground truth. A mismatch on the assigned label generates the false positive 
and false negative values. Using these values, the following metrics can be 
calculated: 
- Sensitivity: also called recall and true positive rate, represents the 





- Specificity: true negative rate, represents the ability to predict negative 










- Miss rate: the false negative rate. As the name suggests, it represents 







There is a correspondence between the above expressions which allows one to 
represent the FPR and FNR metrics in terms of the other two according to 
 𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 1 − 𝑇𝑁𝑅,  (13) 
 𝐹𝑁𝑅 = 1 − 𝑇𝑃𝑅.  (14) 
Therefore, only two of the previous metrics are necessary for characterizing a 
model and generating a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), which is a 
graphical representation for comparing classifiers [53]. 
Another metric of interest is the accuracy, which indicates the degree of 
agreement between the model and ground truth values [54]. It is calculated by 




The numerator of (15), even if it takes into account the “correct” number of 
predicted values, is considered a biased metric because the true positive and 
true negative values are dependent on the criterion used for discretizing the 
results [53]. 






Although precision is rarely used explicitly for evaluating a segmentation 
model, it serves for defining the Dice coefficient, also known as the Dice score 
or overlap index [51], which is obtained as the harmonic mean of precision and 







The Jaccard index is given by the intersection over the union of the positive 











There are many other metrics for evaluating image segmentation. These 
include distance-based and volume-based metrics [50], [51]; however these will 
not be discussed in this section since they are not suitable for comparing the 
results given in this thesis because they are not commonly used for evaluating 
medical image segmentations in the literature. 
2.3. Deep Learning and Convolutional Neural Networks 
Over the last years and with the advances in GPU technology, there has 
been a significant increase in research on machine learning. Machine learning 
is a branch of artificial intelligence consisting of algorithms that perform a task 
or process by using information “learned” in the past and extract relevant 
information from new data in order to increase performance [55], [56]. Machine 
learning has multiple applications in industry, medicine, robotics, and finance, 
among others, and is used in tasks like classification, regression, denoising and 
speech recognition [55]. 
Models developed for machine learning include decision trees, genetic 
algorithms, Bayesian networks, and artificial neural networks, with the last 




2.3.1. Supervised Learning 
There are some distinctions in machine learning with respect to the 
available data and how the learning process occurs. In supervised learning, a 
set of inputs are provided along with annotated outputs or targets, indicating 
the desired response [55]. The goal is to find a mapping between the two to 
generate a prediction for new entries. On the other hand, in unsupervised 
learning the targets are not explicitly provided, and the aim of the learning 
process is to deduce characteristic features from the inputs [56], [58]. A hybrid 
approach called semi-supervised learning is based on the previous two [58]. In 
reinforcement learning, trial and error is used for solving a task in an optimal 
way [57]. 
Supervised learning is the most relevant for classification and 
segmentation tasks in image processing [55]. However, some major problems 
that may appear with this approach are overfitting and underfitting. 
Overfitting is caused when the predictive model captures too many features 
from the available data with the result that it is unable to make a proper 
prediction when new data with some variations is presented [59]. To address 
this issue, the data is split into three subsets: training, validation, and test 
data. Training data is used for optimizing the model and reducing the error on 
the predictions. Validation data is used for reducing the complexity of the 
model, and test data is used for measuring the performance of the model. 
Underfitting occurs when the model is unable to properly capture the features 
of the data [60], for example with a short training time or when insufficient 
data is available. 
To deal with these issues, the data is preprocessed before training the 
model. Preprocessing generally involves thresholding and normalizing values 
in the range [0,1] [56]. In some cases, the size of annotated data is insufficient 
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for training a model. To generate diversity, a series of transformations are 
performed to the original data, including scaling, rotating, shifting, and 
blurring. This technique is called data augmentation and is particularly useful 
on supervised learning for medical images [5], since the number of available 
annotated datasets is often small in comparison to general-purpose image 
processing tasks [61]. 
2.3.2. Artificial Neural Networks 
The concept of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) dates from 1943, with the 
introduction of neural units by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts [62]. An 
ANN is a mathematical model resembling a simplified version of the neural 
activity from the brain: when a stimulus is received, the neurons become active 
and start building an electrical charge. If a threshold is reached, a pulse is 
generated and propagated to other neurons [63], [64]. Similarly, an ANN 
consists of neural units or nodes, organized by layers. When a layer receives 
an input, it is evaluated, and if a threshold is reached, the data is passed on to 
other layers of the ANN [56], [60]. Mathematically, the output 𝒚 for a vector 
input 𝒙 received by a layer is given by 
 𝒚 = 𝜙(𝒘𝑇𝒙 + 𝑏), (20) 
where 𝒘 is a vector of weights containing the learned parameters of the ANN, 
𝜙 is the activation function, generally non-linear, which serves as a threshold, 
and 𝑏 is the learned bias for shifting the activation function [56], [57]. As shown 
in Figure 3, some examples of activation functions include the sigmoid, 
hyperbolic tangent, and rectified linear unit (ReLU) [56], [60], [66]. 
The training stage for an ANN consists of successive iterations called 
epochs, where the training data is “fed” to the network for making predictions 




Figure 3. Examples of activation functions for ANNs, extracted from [66]. 
The weights are then updated to minimize the error using an optimizing 
algorithm (optimizer) [55], [64].  
2.3.3. Deep Neural Networks 
Deep neural networks, also known as multi-layer perceptrons [64], consist 
of multiple layers of neural units interconnected in varied ways. The first and 
last layers are known as the input and output layers, respectively, and the 
intermediate ones are known as hidden layers because their outputs are not 
exposed outside the network. The number of hidden layers determines the 
depth of the network. ResNet, a neural network architecture popularly used 
for image classification, presents several depth variants ranging from 20 to 
1202 hidden layers [65]. 
With such complex structures, training a network becomes a time and 
memory consuming task. Recalling from the previous section, the goal of 
training is to find the optimal parameters 𝜃 (weights and biases) that minimize 
an error function 𝐸(𝜃). Examples of error functions that are widely used for 
this purpose include the mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE), 
and cross entropy loss (negative log likelihood) [56], [57], [67]. The selection of 
the error function will depend on the use case for the network. The minimum 
of the error function will occur when its gradient ∇𝐸(𝜃) is equal to zero. In most 
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practical situations, the error function is characterized by the presence of 
numerous local minima, making it infeasible to find an analytical solution for 
the global minimum [56], [57]. Instead, the gradient descent approach is used, 
consisting in updating iteratively the weight values by moving small steps 
towards the greatest rate of descent until convergence occurs. In practice, a 
stochastic approach called stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is often used 
which updates the parameters iteratively according to [56] 
 𝜽(𝜏) = 𝜽(𝜏−1) − 𝜂𝛻𝐸𝑛(𝜽
(𝜏−1), 𝒙, 𝒚), (21) 
where 𝐸𝑛 is an error function based on maximum likelihood for a set of 
independent samples, 𝜽(𝜏) and 𝜽(𝜏−1) are the vector of parameters at the 
current and previous iterations, 𝒙 and 𝒚 are the input and output vectors, and 
𝜂 is the learning rate or step size.  
Computation of the gradients is performed by using the backpropagation 
algorithm, which consists of calculating the outputs and errors of all the nodes 
in all the layers and then propagating the errors from the last layer to the 
previous ones. Backpropagation is explained in great detail in [56] and [57]. 
Choosing the proper step size is fundamental for SGD: if the value is too 
small, then convergence can be slow; if it is too large, the SGD may fail to 
converge or might even diverge. Several variations for the SGD have been 
proposed that include additional terms with adaptive parameters adjusted on 
each iteration. These include SGD with momentum, RMSProp, Nesterov’s 
momentum, AdaGrad, and the Adaptive Moment Estimation Algorithm 
(Adam) [56], [68]-[70]. To date, Adam is the most widely used algorithm for 
training neural networks for image processing [56].  
An issue that arises when training a deep neural network is that the 
distribution of each layer’s inputs changes as the parameters from previous 
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layers are updated. This phenomenon is known as internal covariate shift and 
causes primarily a slowdown in the training process [71]. One solution for 
addressing this issue is the batch normalization, consisting in normalizing the 
outputs of the layers to have zero mean and unit variance, and then applying 
a linear transformation. Batch normalization has been shown to speed up 
training and achieve better performances [72]. 
2.3.4. Convolutional Neural Network 
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs or ConvNets) represent the current 
state-of-the-art in deep neural networks for image processing. CNNs attempt 
to emulate the functioning of the biological visual cortex [57], [63], similar to 
the way that ANNs seek to emulate biological neural activity. Since images are 
multidimensional grids by nature, vectorizing them is not appropriate because 
of their significant size and the fact that neighborhood information is lost. 
Instead, it is preferred to process subregions to extract feature maps [55], [56], 
which are significant features of an image such as edges. This can be achieved 
by convolving the image with a kernel or sliding window instead of using an 
element-wise multiplication, with the additional benefit of reducing the 
complexity of the network via weight sharing. However, the available libraries 
for CNN implementation use the cross-correlation operator instead of 
convolution [73], [74], which serves the same purpose by using symmetric 
kernels and omitting the “flip” or time reversal that is associated with 
convolution. The problem of training a CNN then becomes one of finding the 
optimal weights for the kernels that minimize the error function. 
The most common parameters that must be specified in designing a CNN 
include the following: 




- Output channels: the number of stacked feature maps on the output of 
each layer. 
- Kernel size: the size of the sliding window element. It should be noted 
that the actual dimensions for a 2D kernel of size 3, with input channels 
𝑀 and output channels 𝑁, is 𝑀 × 3 × 3 × 𝑁 [75]. 
- Strides: adjust the step size for the kernel. As a consequence, the outputs 
are downsampled with respect to the input, thus reducing 
dimensionality.  
- Padding: extends the dimension of the input around the border to handle 
edge effects. 
- Pooling strategy: also reduces the dimensionality of the outputs, by 
performing an operation (sum, average, maximum) on subregions of the 
feature map. 
A common configuration found in CNNs is the encoder-decoder architecture 
[76], [77]. The encoder path consists of a succession of convolutional (properly, 
cross-correlation) and downsampling layers. Analogously, the decoder path 
consists of a succession of deconvolution and upsampling layers, reconstructing 
the original size. 
2.3.5. CNNs for Medical Imaging Segmentation 
The initial approach used to apply CNNs for image segmentation consisted 
of stacking several convolutional layers [75], [78]. The reasoning behind this 
was that increasing the number of layers also increases the number of features 
obtained from the image; however, this makes the training process slow due to 
the high number of learnable parameters. An example of this kind of 
architecture was proposed by Cireşan et al. [78], who obtained the first place 
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prize in the “2012 ISBI challenge for segmentation of neuronal structures in 
electron microscopic stacks” [79]. 
Later, Ronneberger et al. proposed a new architecture called U-Net. The U-
Net architecture is shown in Figure 4, where the number of input channels is 
doubled on each downsampling stage of the encoder path and halved in the 
corresponding upsampling stages [5]. The copy and crop connections, also 
known as skip connections, are used for concatenating the corresponding 
feature maps from the encoder and decoder paths. A 3D variant of the U-Net, 
called 3D U-Net, was proposed by Çiçek et al., where all layers are replaced by 
their 3D counterparts [6], as shown in Figure 5. Other major refinements to 
the original design include the addition of batch normalization after each 
convolution and using a weighted softmax loss function which allows the 
network to be trained with sparse annotations [6]. Another 3D variant of the 
U-Net is the V-net, due to Milletari et al., which uses a parametrized version 
of the ReLU (viz. PReLU) as the activation function and replaces the pooling 
layers with stride convolutions [80].  
Multiple variants of the U-Net architecture and fully-CNNs have been 
proposed for medical applications, demonstrating their usefulness for 
segmentation of the heart [81]-[83] and location of tumors and lesions in the 
liver [84], [85], brain [86]-[88], and lung [89]-[91]. 
2.3.6. CNNs for Classification 
One of the most popular architectures for image classification is the ResNet, 
which is characterized by introducing residual units between the convolutional 
layers [65]. Residual units consist of adding the output of a block with its 
original input through a shortcut connection. This connection, also known as 




Figure 4. U-Net architecture proposed in [5]. 
 
Figure 5. 3D U-Net architecture proposed in [6]. 
degraded by successive stages. Mathematically, the residual connection can be 
expressed as [65] 
 𝒚𝑙 = 𝐹𝑙(𝒚𝑙−1, 𝒘) + 𝒚𝑙−1, (22)  
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where 𝒘 represents the weights and 𝒚𝑙 and 𝒚𝑙−1 are the current and previous 
block outputs, respectively. 𝐹𝑙 represents a composite function performed by 
the block, such as convolution, batch normalization, and activation. 
Other relevant architectures for classification include VGGNet and 
DenseNet. VGGNet consists of an encoding path followed by a fully connected 
layer of 4096 channels [92]. DenseNet, which stands for Dense Convolutional 
Neural Network, proposes connecting all the layers with the subsequent ones 
in a block [16]. Unlike ResNet, concatenation is used for the output instead of 
addition, which may be expressed as 
 𝒚𝑙 = 𝐹𝑙([𝒚0, 𝒚1, … , 𝒚𝑙−1]),  (23) 
where the brackets represent the concatenation operation and the 𝒚𝑖 represent 
the outputs of preceding layers [16]. 
Multiple variations of the mentioned architectures have been evaluated for 
medical image classification. In [93], the authors trained four different 
networks, including VGGNet and ResNet, for detecting calcifications in 
mammography. All the networks presented an overall accuracy over 90%, with 
VGGNet on top by a slight difference. Other applications for CNN classifiers 
include analysis of lung [94]-[96], heart [97] and cancer [98], [99] images. A 
detailed performance comparison of different CNNs can be found in [100]. 
2.3.7. Frameworks for Deep Learning 
Up through the early 2000’s, deep learning development relied on relatively 
simple libraries which did not provide sufficient flexibility [101] and suffered 
from memory constraints due to hardware limitations.  
 In 2012, the Caffe [102] framework was released, containing specialized 
routines for deep learning specifically tailored for image processing. This 
framework gained wide popularity amongst the research community and it is 
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still found today embedded in other frameworks [103]. With the advances in 
hardware technology, more sophisticated libraries were released, including the 
following which are all widely used: 
- MATLAB: the Deep Learning Toolbox is a framework for deep learning 
with optimization for GPU and parallel processing [104], which when 
combined with all the tools provided by MATLAB makes it valuable for 
scientific research. 
- TensorFlow: initially developed by Google, TensorFlow provides a 
relatively simple but powerful API for designing, training, and testing 
neural networks [74]. It gained popularity in part due to Google Colab, 
which allows code to be run on remote servers, thereby providing a 
viable and widely used tool for rapid prototyping. 
- PyTorch: it is one of the most popular frameworks for deep learning, 
providing an entire ecosystem of tools built around it [105]. PyTorch 
presents a robust API using a specialized data structure named tensors 
[73]. Tensors store data in an array-like manner, as well as gradient 
information about the interconnected nodes in a layer. Additionally, 
multiple operations can be performed among tensors without installing 
additional libraries. However, all these features are expensive in terms 
of memory and processing power requirements, requiring proper 
hardware in order to take advantage of all its capabilities.  
2.4. Related Work 
Segmentation of the spine is a fundamental step in medical image 
processing for vertebrae localization. However, identifying each individual 
vertebra is a challenging task due to their complex structure [106].  
In 2014, the “2nd MICCAI challenge for spine segmentation” was held to 
motivate research on vertebrae segmentation. Most of the entries submitted to 
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the challenge made use of traditional segmentation methods based on 
geometric or statistical models [107]-[111]. Although very good results were 
generally obtained, most of the submitted techniques required manual input 
on some cases or were specific to a spine sub-region. A detailed discussion can 
be found in [106].  
More recently, the “Large Scale Vertebrae Segmentation Challenge” 
(VerSe) was introduced in two consecutive years (2019, 2020). The dataset for 
the challenge consists of over 300 CT scans with annotated labels for individual 
vertebrae [112]-[114]. Machine learning techniques are dominant among the 
submitted entries, notably including V-Net implementations [115] and multi-
view ensemble U-Nets [116]. A complete list of the submitted techniques and 
their results is provided in [112].  
One noteworthy observation about vertebrae segmentation techniques in 
general is that good performance requires a high spatial resolution, especially 
in the axial plane. Thick slices do not provide sufficient resolution for effective 
discrimination of the intervertebral discs, making the segmentation task 
harder. The scan volumes obtained from Williams et al. [7], [8], which I will 
hereafter refer to as the HSCT dataset, are characterized by a slice thickness 
of 5 mm, whereas the slice thickness in the VerSe dataset ranges from 0.6 mm 
to 2 mm. Another relevant point is that the annotations for the VerSe dataset 
designate the entire vertebra, whereas detection of just the marrow cavity is 
important for assessment of post-HSCT patient images. Nguyen et al. 
developed a framework for automatic segmentation of the marrow cavities 
[117], [118] which consisted of a graph-cut segmentation for full-body bone 
extraction, iterative thresholding in the sagittal plane and Kalman filtering for 
vertebral disc isolation. They reported an average TPR of 0.916 on the HSCT 
dataset. Using the same data, Carson trained a multi-view ensemble U-Net for 
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vertebral body segmentation [15], obtaining a mean Dice score of 0.922. The 
segmented volumes were then registered with the PET data, which presents a 
slightly higher resolution in the axial plane, to detect the boundaries between 
vertebrae. The downside of this approach is the dependency on hematopoietic 
activity, which is not restored until several days after HSCT, and thus is not 
readily detected by PET imaging on the initial days after transplant. The 
solution that I propose in this thesis involves training a 3D U-Net for vertebral 
segmentation and identifying the individual vertebrae from the CT volumes. 




Chapter 3. 3D U-Net for Multiclass Bone Segmentation 
 
Semantic segmentation of bone structures is the initial step in my proposed 
solution for extracting SUV values from post-transplant PET/CT scans of 
HCST patients. Motivated by the demonstrated effectiveness of convolutional 
neural networks on image processing problems, specifically on vertebrae 
segmentation [112]-[114], and by the availability of multiple libraries and tools 
for machine learning [73], [74], [119], I trained a 3D variant of the U-Net 
architecture for segmentation of three classes: spine, pelvis, and sternum. The 
training data was obtained from the HSCT study performed by Williams et al. 
[7], [8], with annotations provided by Nguyen [13]. 
3.1. Implementation Details 
3.1.1. Dataset 
The dataset I used in this project was obtained from the research by 
Williams et al. [7], [8]. In their research, the patients went through radiation 
and chemotherapy for ablation of the bone marrow, eliminating the cancerous 
cells. After that, hematopoietic stem cells were infused to the patient. Dual-
modality PET/CT imaging was performed for monitoring the patients, with 18F-
FLT used as a radiotracer for PET. Three PET/CT scans were obtained per 
patient, with imaging occurring at one day before HSCT, between 5-9 days 
after HSCT, and at 28 days after HSCT. 
A total of 64 scans for 22 different subjects were acquired. The resulting CT 
scans are anisotropic volumes with a voxel size of 1.17 mm × 1.17 mm × 5 mm 
and a resolution per axial slice equal to 512 × 512 pixels. These characteristics 
make the process of identifying the boundaries between vertebrae harder. On 
the other hand, the PET volumes are isotropic with spacing of 4 mm × 4 mm ×  
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Table 2. Distribution of Annotated Volumes for the HSCT dataset. 
Segmentation Class Volumes 
Vertebral Body Only 14 
V. Body + Sternum 5 




4 mm, resulting in a lower resolution of 144 × 144 pixels per slice, but providing 
slightly improved resolution along the transverse axis perpendicular to the 
axial plane. 
Ground-truth values for 35 CT scans were provided via voxel-level 
annotations obtained using semi-automated methods for three bone 
structures: vertebral body, pelvis, and sternum [13]. These classes only add up 
to a small fraction compared to the total volume size, and only 16 of the 35 
ground-truth volumes contain annotations for all the three classes. On the 
remaining volumes, the vertebral body class is the most prevalent, followed by 
the sternum and pelvis, as indicated in Table 2. Something to notice about the 
“pelvis” class is that it actually contains voxels belonging to the pelvis, sacrum, 
and coccyx. The nomenclature for this class, although not clinically accurate, 
was preserved for simplicity.  
The patient scans were stored in a dictionary-based format for MATLAB®, 
containing the CT volumes in Hounsfield units, normalized SUV values from 
the PET volume, and the metadata from the original DICOM scans. The 
annotations consist of raw binary data stored on a slice-by-slice basis. 
Visualization of the volumes and file reading for training the CNN required 
writing custom-made classes and methods. This, added to the lack of 
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uniformity of the file naming convention, motivated me to use a more standard 
format for storing the data. After analyzing the associated metadata, I opted 
for using the NIfTI format for the following reasons: 
- Spatial information does not vary from slice to slice. Pixel spacing, 
rotation, and orientation remains constant. Only the axial position is 
incremented in uniform steps equivalent to the slice thickness. This 
allows for representation of the spatial information in the form of an 
affine matrix. 
- Simplified folder structure. NIfTI data is stored on a volume basis. Thus, 
only three files are required per patient scan: one for CT, one for PET 
and one containing the CT ground-truth values. This considerably 
reduces the total number of files compared to using DICOM format or 
the provided binary slices. 
- Availability of visualization tools (3D Slicer [120], MATLAB®’s Volume 
Viewer [121]) and reading and writing packages for NIfTI files [122]-
[126]. These tools also handle compressed (.gz) NIfTI files, reducing the 
disk space required for storage. 
With the available data, I generated the new NIfTI files. For the CT and 
PET scans, I used their corresponding metadata from the first slice to obtain 
the origin coordinates, orientation, and voxel dimensions, generating the affine 
matrices needed for the NIfTI format. For the CT ground-truth volumes, I used 
the same affine matrix as for the corresponding CT scan and assigned the 
following voxel values based on the annotated slice information: 0 for 
background, 1 for vertebral body, 2 for pelvis, and 3 for sternum. For each 
PET/CT scan, I also extracted the most relevant patient and imaging 
information from the first slice metadata and stored it in the form of a  
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Table 3. List of metadata attributes extracted from the original dataset files. 
Keyword Data Type Description 
StudyDate Date Date the study started 
StudyTime Time Hour the study started 
PatientID String Identifier for the Patient 
PatientAge String Formatted string for patient’s age 
PatientSize Numeric Length of the patient (m) 
PatientWeight Numeric Weight of the patient (kg) 
PatientSex String Single char for patient sex (M, F, O) 
Modality String Coded string for imaging modality 
Rows Numeric Number of rows per axial slice 
Columns Numeric Number of columns per axial slice 
ImagePositionPatient Numeric 
Array 
x,y,z real-world coordinates of the 
first voxel (mm) 
ImageOrientationPatient Numeric 
Array 




Physical distance between adjacent 
voxels (mm) 
SliceThickness Numeric Nominal slice thickness (mm) 
KVP Numeric Peak voltage output by the X-ray 
generator (kV) 
XRayTubeCurrent Numeric X-ray tube current (mA) 
Exposure Numeric Radiation exposure (mAs) 
Radiopharmaceutical String Name of the radiopharmaceutical 
used 
RadiopharmaceuticalRoute String Method used to administrate the 
radiopharmaceutical 
RadiopharmaceuticalVolume Numeric Volume administered (cm3) 
RadionuclideTotalDose Numeric Radiopharmaceutical dose 
administered to the patient (Bq) 
 
spreadsheet. It is worth mentioning that, for PET imaging, the DICOM 
standard defines many other attributes related to the dose and acquisition 
time that affect the pixel representation of each slice [39]; however, these were 




Figure 6. Example of an axial (left) and sagittal (right) CT slices overlapped 
with their corresponding ground-truth annotations: Vertebral body (red), 
sternum (yellow) and pelvis (green). 
already expressed in SUV units [7]. Table 3 summarizes the selected attributes 
from the original metadata. An example of the resulting annotations can be 
seen in Figure 6. In Section 3.1.3 below I will describe how the new generated 
files were used for training the CNN. 
3.1.2. Model Architecture 
For the bone segmentation method proposed in this thesis, I selected a CNN 
architecture based on the U-Net variant introduced by Kerfoot et al. for 
ventricle segmentation [4]. Their design has residual units in both the encoder 
and decoder paths and incorporates instance normalization [127] after each 
convolution. Instance normalization is similar to batch normalization [71] with 
calculations performed on a per-image level [127]. However, I opted for batch 
normalization over instance normalization since the chosen batch size in my 
application is small due to memory constraints. This is unlike the original 
implementation from [4] where a batch size of 1,200 was used.  
For the implementation, I used the PyTorch-based framework MONAI 
[119], which introduces a stride convolution on the residual unit for matching 
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input sizes when required. The input for the network consists of four input 
channels, one for each label class, of size 96 × 96 × 96, which is sufficiently 
large for preserving spatial information without being too demanding for the 
hardware. As indicated in the original U-Net paper [5], the number of channels 
is increased after each block on the encoder path while the spatial size is 
reduced. In the decoder stage, the inverse process takes place: the number of 
channels is reduced, and the spatial size is expanded sequentially. The last 
layer consists of a convolutional layer for retrieving the probability map for 
each voxel. The kernel dimensions are 3 × 3 × 3 for convolution and 2 × 2 × 2 
for downsampling. The selected activation function is PreLU (Parametric 
Rectified Linear Unit) [128], which has been noted to improve the performance 
in segmentation networks compared to the ReLU function. PreLU is defined 
by [128] 
 𝑓(𝑥) = {
𝑥, 𝑥 > 0
𝑎𝑥, 𝑥 ≤ 0
  (24) 
where 𝑎 is a learnable parameter controlling the slope when the argument is 
negative. PreLU is equivalent to the ReLU activation function when 𝑎 = 0. The 
final encoder and decoder blocks are shown in Figure 7. With the model ready, 
I proceeded to the training stage, which is detailed next. 
3.1.3. Training 
Using the newly converted NIfTI files, I selected the 16 scans that 
contained annotations for all the bone structures. From those, 12 were used for 
training and 4 for validation. For increasing data variability, I applied data 
augmentation [5] with a random probability to the CT volumes, including 
random scaling and stretching up to 15%, rotation in the range of -45o to +45o, 
and random volume flipping. The intensity values were normalized to the 




Figure 7. Blocks for the encoder (left) and decoder (right) paths. Adapted from 
[4] with modifications as described in Section 3.1.2. 
 
Figure 8. Examples of the image (left) and ground truth mask (right) generated 
after preprocessing. A: vertebral body. B: pelvis. 
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multiple subvolumes or patches with size 96 × 96 × 96, which were then 
concatenated to restore the original size. Figure 8 shows some examples of the 
preprocessing result. 
For completing the model training, I used the workflow described in [129]. 
In the training loop, a mini-batch of data was loaded on each iteration and 
passed through the network to generate an output, which was then compared 
to the ground-truth values with the error function (which I describe below). 
The output was then backpropagated to attempt convergence using the 
optimizer. In the validation loop, the network performance was evaluated 
using the validation data. For the optimizer, I chose the ADAM algorithm [70], 
which requires as parameters the learning rate  and exponential decay rates 
(𝛽1, 𝛽2) for the estimates of the first and second moments of the gradient. Using 
the guidelines from [130], I assigned the values 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999 and 10-4 for 
the learning rate. 
Due to the imbalanced proportion of background and non-background 
voxels, I opted for using the Dice Loss [80] as an error function. As the name 
suggests, it is adapted from the Dice score. For a certain volume with 𝑁 voxels, 
the Dice Loss is defined by 










where 𝑝𝑖, 𝑔𝑖 represent the predicted probability and ground truth for the ith 
voxel, respectively, and 𝜖 is a small constant added to avoid division by zero. 
Since 𝑔𝑖 = 0 for background voxels, these values do not contribute to the 
summation and the class imbalance is addressed without the need of assigning 





Figure 9. Dice Loss results over training. 
 
Figure 10. Validation scores during network training. 
The training was performed using an NVIDIA® GeForce RTX 2070 graphic 
card with 8GB of GDDR6 SDRAM. Training ran for 1,000 epochs for 12 scans 
with a mini-batch size of 2 to prevent exceeding the available memory, 
resulting in a total number of iterations equal to 6,000 (1,000 epochs × (12 
scans /(batch size of 2))). Periodic validation metrics were calculated to monitor 
the model behavior with new data, storing a snapshot of the model status to 
disk when performance increased. Figure 9 shows the Dice Loss evolution 
during training. The trend shows that the model does not diverge and there is 
an acceptable margin of 0.12 to prevent overfitting. The plot in Figure 10 
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indicates that the validation scores obtained are above 0.8, with the spine 
presenting higher values due to its major proportion compared to the other 
classes. The negative spikes which appear for the pelvis class are attributed to 
some inconsistency in the annotations, where coccyx was not being included. 
These volumes were ignored for evaluation to improve reliability of the results. 
3.2. Results 
3.2.1. Quantitative Results 
After training, the model was evaluated with aid of the remaining 
annotated volumes; however due to a lack of additional annotations for the 
pelvis class, a fraction of the training and validation volumes was reutilized 
for this purpose. The evaluation consisted of feeding data to the network to 
generate a probability map for each one of the voxels, then converting the 
values to discrete values to generate a confusion matrix for each one of the 
predefined classes. A straightforward method for doing this is to select a 
threshold value 𝑇 to assign the values of 0 or 1 when the probability from the 
generated map is above or below the reference level according to 
 𝑌(𝑚, 𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑃(𝑚, 𝑖) ≥ 𝑇
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (26) 
where 𝑃(𝑚, 𝑖) represents the generated probability for a voxel 𝑖 belonging to the 
class 𝑚 and 𝑌(𝑚, 𝑖) is the thresholded value for said voxel. By choosing two 
different values for T in the range [0.4,0.5], I generated two confusion matrices 
as described in section 2.2.2, which were used for plotting the ROC curve 
shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that for the three classes the area under the 
curve is greater than 0.9, which gives the initial impression that the model 
behavior is reasonably close to that of an ideal classifier. However, one must 
keep in mind that the imbalance of the foreground voxels with respect to the 




Figure 11. ROC curve and AUC values for the three classes. 
voxels. The percentage of voxels occupied by vertebral body, pelvis, and 
sternum combined is below 1%. An arbitrary choice of the threshold does not 
impact the magnitude of the true negative values significatively, thus resulting 
in very low FPR values.  
I calculated the Dice Score on the test volumes using a threshold 𝑇 = 0.5, 
but I encountered two issues with the approach: first, the probability map 
values for voxels located on the edge of the bone structure are slightly below 
0.5, causing missed detections and, moreover, the ideal threshold value varies 
from volume to volume. Second, overlapping occurs along the boundary 
between the spine and pelvis where both probabilities are above the threshold. 
Due to the nature of the volumes to be segmented, one voxel cannot belong to 
more than one bone structure at the same time. To address both issues, I opted 
for using a voting system that simply selects the probability with the largest 
value according to [131] 
 𝑌(𝑖) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑃𝑖(𝑗)).  (27) 
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Table 4. Dice Score for different test volumes. The best value for each column 
is shown in boldface. 
Case 
Vertebral Body Pelvis Sternum 
T=0.5 argmax T=0.5 argmax T=0.5 argmax 
P01_d2 0.7938 0.9239 0.8858 0.9323 0.8049 0.8770 
P02_d1 0.8552 0.9060 0.8639 0.9191 0.8220 0.8966 
P02_d3 0.8745 0.9190 0.8183 0.9158 0.8218 0.8820 
P03_d3 0.8227 0.9354 0.8454 0.9145 0.7867 0.8716 
P05_d1 0.8096 0.9226 0.8426 0.9033 0.8154 0.8439 
P06_d1 0.8436 0.9265 0.8794 0.9128 0.8176 0.8614 
P15_d2 0.7963 0.8935 ----- ----- ----- ----- 
P16_d2 0.8195 0.9029 ----- ----- ----- ----- 
Average 0.8269 0.9162 0.8559 0.9163 0.8114 0.8721 
 
Table 5. Comparison of the proposed method with competing vertebral body 
segmentation techniques from the literature. 
Work Score Method 
Mean Dice TPR 
This work 0.916 0.915 3D U-Net 
Carson (2021) [15]  0.922 ----- Multi-view 
ensemble U-Net 
Nguyen et al. (2016) [117], [118] ----- 0.917 Graph Cut 
Yao et al. (2015) [106] 0.936 ----- Geometric Model 
Blumfield (2014) [132] ----- 0.963 Statistical Model 
 
Eq. (27) indicates that for a single voxel 𝑖, the predicted class is the index of 
the probability map entry (0 for background, 1 for vertebral body, 2 for pelvis, 
and 3 for sternum) presenting the largest probability. This eliminates the 
possibility of duplicates and gives more flexibility for the edge voxels than 
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using a fixed preset threshold. Table 4 shows a comparison of the Dice score 
with a fixed threshold and using the argmax voting scheme just described. The 
last two volumes only contain annotations for the vertebral bodies. There is an 
improvement of over 0.05 points when using argmax voting. The sternum 
presents the lower values due to its small size, making it more sensitive to false 
positive and false negatives values.  
Table 5 shows a comparison with other methods for vertebral body 
segmentation. I purposely did not include works from the Verse challenge, nor 
many others, since their works process the whole vertebrae and not the 
vertebral body only. The works from Yao et al. [106] and Blumfield [132], 
although showing outstanding performance, require a high resolution in the 
axial plane and have not been evaluated on undersampled volumes like the 
scans from the HSCT dataset. The Dice score obtained with the model proposed 
in this thesis is directly comparable to the multi-view ensemble U-Net 
proposed by Carson [15], which also uses the same HSCT dataset. The benefit 
that the present work offers relative to [15] is that training requires a smaller 
number of iterations (approximately 43% of total iterations required by 
Carson’s method). 
3.2.2. Qualitative Results 
The predicted probabilities were exported to NIfTI format and loaded, along 
with the original scan and ground-truth mask, to the Slicer software [120] for 
visualization. Sample scans for each segmented class are shown in Figures 12-
14. The value of the predicted probabilities for each class are represented in 
the middle column with a shade from the color bar located at the bottom of 
each figure, ranging from dark blue for the lowest values to dark red for the 




Figure 12. CT (left), vertebral body ground truth mask (middle) and predictions 
(right) for a test case. The color map shown at the bottom ranges from 0 (dark 
blue) to 1 (dark red). 
 
Figure 13. CT (left), pelvis ground truth mask (middle) and predictions (right) 




Figure 14. CT (left), sternum ground truth mask (middle) and predictions 
(right) for a test case. The color map ranges from 0 (dark blue) to 1 (dark red). 
rightmost side of Figures 12-14 is the predominance of true negative voxels 
presenting the lowest probability. The predictions for each class, particularly 
in the boundary region, are concentrated in the middle range, thus selecting a 
proper threshold value requires a more sophisticated criteria than simply 
using the preset of 0.5. This is where argmax comes in handy for prioritizing 
non-background probabilities. Also, in the rightmost panel of the middle line 
in Figure 12, the segmented volume for the vertebral bodies appears as a single 
large object, even though gaps due to the intervertebral discs in the lumbar 
region are clearly visible in the ground truth mask. A similar issue occurs in 
Figure 14 in the sternum segmentation with the small gap that is visible in the 
ground truth mask due to the costal cartilage. 
A 3D rendering of the resulting structures after applying the argmax 
function are shown in Figures 15-17. The true positive voxels, represented in 




Figure 15. Ground truth (left) and segmentation result (right) for the vertebral 
bodies on a sample patient. True positives are shown in gray, false negatives 
are shown in red and false positives are shown in green 
 
Figure 16. Ground truth (left) and segmentation result (right) for the sternum 
class on a sample patient. True positives are shown in gray, false negatives are 




Figure 17. Ground truth (left) and segmentation result (right) for the pelvis 
class on a sample patient. True positives are shown in gray, false negatives are 
shown in red and false positives are shown in green. 
false negative voxels, represented in green and red, respectively, can be 
appreciated in the boundaries of the volume. The false negative voxels become 
more notorious in the gaps from the spine and sternum as previously discussed. 
These inconsistencies have a negative impact in the Dice score, as indicated by 
the results from section 3.2.1. Additional segmentation examples are shown in 
Appendix A. 
3.3. Discussion 
In this chapter I presented a 3D U-Net model for multiclass segmentation 
of three bone structures: vertebral body, pelvis, and sternum. Due to the lack 
of annotations for the three classes and the imbalance with respect to the 
background voxels, data augmentation played a major role during the training 
process. An improvement of approximately 0.09 points in the mean Dice score 
was obtained when using argmax instead of a threshold when generating 
predicted masks for vertebral bodies, resulting in a value of 0.916. 
By using transfer learning, it would be possible to enhance the model’s 
performance or to add new segmentation classes such as femur and liver. 
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However, as with the three segmentation classes demonstrated in the 
examples given here, performance on any additional added classes would be 
limited by the availability of annotated ground truth data.  
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Chapter 4. Instance Segmentation of Vertebral Bodies 
 
After bone segmentation based on the CT scan data, the next step in the 
proposed framework for SUV extraction is to identify each one of the individual 
vertebrae from the segmentation mask generated by the 3D U-Net model. 
Proper vertebrae identification is still a challenge due to the geometric 
irregularities in their anatomy. I attempted to use the techniques described in 
[115] and [133] without success, since those methods require a higher axial 
resolution than the one present on the HSCT dataset. Motivated by the 
approach reported in [106], I designed an algorithm for instance segmentation 
of vertebral bodies using anatomical characteristics of the vertebrae. 
4.1. Anatomical Priors 
The low axial resolution of the HSCT dataset adds an extra level of 
difficulty to vertebrae identification due to the CT axial slice thickness being 
on the same order as or even thicker than the thickness of intervertebral discs 
of the cervical region [11]. However, there are some anatomical characteristics 
that can be exploited for vertebrae identification. By examining the difference 
of intensities in a single vertebra, as indicated in Figure 18, the authors in 
[106] developed a technique for identifying the sections of a vertebra. 
Motivated by the fact that the HUs for the soft bone are usually lower than the 
hard bone from the pedicles, [106] identified some landmarks within the 
vertebrae that were used for generating cutting planes to extract four regions: 
vertebral body, spinous process and left and right transverse processes. The 
approach that I took was essentially the inverse of the one described in [106]: 
by using the vertebral mask obtained from segmentation, my goal was to 




Figure 18. Partitioning of a vertebra. Left: heat map of typical intensity values 
on the vertebra. Right: Four sections obtained from a vertebra. Extracted from 
[106]. 
 
Figure 19. Side view of a vertebrae. Extracted from [134]. 
corresponding transverse processes for each vertebral body and use them to 
identify the boundaries between the individual vertebrae. 
I leveraged the fact that transverse processes are axially aligned near to 
the top of the vertebral body, as shown in Figure 19, to aid in identification of 
the individual vertebral bodies in the HSCT dataset CT scans. Another 
relevant prior that I used in developing the algorithm is the fact that the 
contour of the spine loosely resembles the shape of a double “S” when viewed 




Figure 20. Examples of the angles of vision generated by the observer located 
at point O, when looking at the intervertebral discs from a sagittal view of the 
spine. Spine model extracted from [134]. 
region where they are located, viz. cervical, thoracic, lumbar and sacral 
curvatures [27]. Now consider a sagittal view from the spine and the point M 
located at the middle of the thoracic curvature (also known as the thoracic 
kyphosis), as shown in Figure 20. An observer located at point O to the right 
of the figure and at the same height as the point M will generate positive angles 
of vision when looking at the intervertebral discs located above the middle 
point M. For the remaining thoracic vertebrae, the angle generated is negative. 
A similar observation can be made for the lumbar vertebrae by placing the 
observer to the left of the figure. 
4.2. Methods 
The proposed solution consists of extending the dimensions of the 
segmented vertebral volume to capture the additional vertebral structures. 




Figure 21. Overview of the proposed method for vertebrae identification. 
can be estimated by locating the transverse processes. This technique assigns 
a unique label to each individual vertebra. Figure 21 shows an overview of the 
proposed algorithm. For this implementation, and based on the DICOM 
standard [39], I am considering an LPS+ (left, posterior, superior) anatomical 
system for the PET/CT scans, meaning that axial slices are parallel to the XY 
plane while sagittal slices are parallel to the YZ plane. The z-axis and its 
corresponding k-index in the image space present the lowest values at the 
patient’s soles and increase towards the head. The algorithm implementation 
is detailed below:  
Step 1: ROI Extraction: from the segmented volume obtained from the 3D 
U-Net, extract the region of interest by selecting the voxel coordinates 
containing the spinal column segmentation. 
Step 2: Mask Padding: for each axial slice, get the start and end coordinates 
containing the original mask for label 1 (vertebral body). Then, starting from 




Figure 22. Left: original vertebral body mask (yellow), bounding box of original 
vertebral body mask (red) and new bounding box for capturing the pedicles and 
portions of the transverse processes (blue). Right: Resulting augmented mask. 
 
Figure 23. Three possible detections using the extended mask. (A) Vertebral 
body with pedicles. (B) Spinous process. (C). Transverse process without visible 
pedicle. 
box to capture the transverse process. Considering an original vertebral body 
mask with start coordinates (𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧) and end coordinates (𝑥2, 𝑦2, 𝑧), with 𝑧 
representing the current slice, the new bounding box coordinates, as shown in 
blue in Figure 22, are given by 
 𝑝1 = (𝑥1, 𝑦2 − 𝛥𝑦1, 𝑧), (28) 
 𝑝2 = (𝑥2, 𝑦2 + 𝛥𝑦2, 𝑧), (29) 
where 𝛥𝑦1 and 𝛥𝑦2 are the padding values. Using the new bounding box, apply 
a threshold to the original CT scan for selecting additional bone structures 
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from the vertebra while discarding the soft tissue voxels which are 
characterized by a much lower HU value. Finally, concatenate the newly 
selected voxels with the original mask. The idea is to capture the small pedicles 
that act as a bridge between the vertebral body and the transverse processes. 
Padding in the horizontal direction was not considered in order to prevent 
capturing additional unwanted bone structures like the ribs in the thoracic 
region. 
Step 3: Connected component analysis: starting from the topmost slice, 
corresponding to a cervical vertebra, perform a 2D connected component 
analysis on the current slice, with an 8-connectivity. Filter out the small 
regions that may appear after thresholding and find the enclosed region R that 
includes the original mask M. Compare the bounding boxes of R and M. If R is 
considerably larger, this indicates the presence of a pedicle. Otherwise, the 
isolated islands may belong to the spinous process or to the superior articular 
facet. Examples of the possible outcomes are shown in Figure 23.  
A class map is then generated by examining the obtained regions. In the 
absence of pedicles, assign the same label as the previous slice. When a pedicle 
is detected and the previous slice did not include a pedicle, assign a new label 
(this indicates that the current axial slice contains the start of a new vertebra). 
Otherwise, a new vertebra is not detected and the voxels contained in the 
vertebral body mask of the current axial slice should be labeled the same as 
the label of the current vertebra. 
Step 4: Boundary refinement: For the cases where a change of label occurs 
between two slices, define the parametric line between the transitional slices 
on the sagittal plane: 
 (𝑦, 𝑧) = (𝑦0, 𝑧0) + 𝑡(𝑚𝑦, 𝑚𝑧). (30) 
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The values for the starting point (𝑦0, 𝑧0) and the slopes (𝑚𝑦, 𝑚𝑧) in (30) will 
depend on the curvature of the spine in a sagittal view, as indicated by Figure 
20. Using the mask centroids for the current k-th slice, I approximate the 










,   (31) 
where 𝑙 is an integer representing the index-based distance from an axial slice 
to the current reference slice 𝑘, and 𝑦𝑐𝑘, 𝑦𝑐𝑘+𝑙 are the vertical coordinates of the 
mask centroids in slices 𝑘 and 𝑘 + 𝑙 respectively. 
Considering a positive value for 𝑙, obtaining a negative value in (31) 
indicates that the current slice is above the midpoint of the thoracic curvature. 
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] + 𝑡 [
𝑝2,𝑦𝑘 − 𝑝1,𝑦𝑘−𝑙
𝑙
],  (32)  
where 𝑝1,𝑦𝑘 and 𝑝2,𝑦𝑘denote the start and end y-coordinates of the bounding box 
for the k-th slice. The (𝑘 − 𝑙)-th index corresponds to an axial slice located 
towards the lumbar region with respect to the current slice. The obtained 
expression from (32) is then extended through the X-plane, dividing the YZ 
plane in two semi-planes. The voxel labels are reassigned so that the voxels 
located within the k-th and (𝑘 − 𝑙)-th slice and belonging to the superior semi-
plane generated by the parametric line from (30) are assigned the same label 
as the vertebral body identified in the axial slice 𝑘. The label from the axial 
slice 𝑘 − 𝑙 is assigned to the voxels located in the inferior semi-plane. This 
situation is illustrated in Figure 24, where the boundary between C6 and C7, 




Figure 24. Left: Sagittal view of the class map for the individual vertebrae 
(from top to bottom: C2-C7, T1-T4). The parametric line 𝑙1 passes through the 
bottom-left corner of C6 and the top-right corner of C7, dividing the YZ plane 
into two semi-planes. Voxels belonging to C7 and located in the superior semi-
plane generated by 𝑙1 and within k and k-l are reassigned to C6. Right: 
resulting class map after applying the boundary refinement to the case 
presented in the left side. 
The situation is similar when the approximated curvature obtained in (31) 
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and the labels are reassigned as previously discussed for Eq. (32), by extending 
the parametric line obtained in (33) through the X-plane. 
Step 5: Mask refinement: As discussed in Chapter 3, the resulting 
segmented vertebral body also includes the vertebral discs from the lumbar 
region. For this particular case, the contrast between slices is higher due to the 
larger dimensions of both the vertebra and discs located in this region. A 




Table 6. Dice scores obtained on the test scans, grouped by vertebral region. 
Scan 
Dice score by vertebral region 
Cervical Thoracic Lumbar 
Scan 1 0.903 0.837 0.881 
Scan 2 0.911 0.829 0.899 
Scan 3 0.896 0.825 0.874 
Scan 4 0.905 0.901 0.891 
Scan 5 0.876 0.853 0.88 
Scan 6 0.890 0.812 0.861 
Scan 7 0.904 0.810 0.882 
Average 0.898 0.838 0.882 
 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Quantitative results 
For the vertebral body segmentation algorithm I have proposed in this 
chapter, calculating standard segmentation metrics on the HSCT dataset is 
not possible due to the lack of annotated ground truth for the individual 
vertebral bodies. Instead, I selected full-body scans from the Verse dataset 
[112]-[114] and resampled both the ground truth and annotation volumes to 
match the voxel dimensions from the HSCT dataset. Since the annotations for 
the VerSe dataset include the whole vertebra, I chose to remove the additional 
vertebral parts to generate new ground truth volumes containing annotations 
for only the vertebral bodies. Finally, I ran the instance segmentation 
algorithm with the selected test cases and proceeded to calculate the Dice 
scores for each vertebrae class. C1 was not considered on the calculations due 
to the peculiarities of its anatomy. The results, grouped by region, are 
presented in Table 6. The vertebrae from the cervical region show the best 
results. For these, the boundary refinement works best due to their small size  
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Table 7. Max. Dice scores obtained in [106] for segmentation of vertebral 
bodies. 
Method 
Max. Dice per region 
Thoracic Lumbar 
Method 1 [107]  0.92 0.94 
Method 2 [108]  0.88 0.86 
Method 3 [109]  0.96 0.97 
Method 4 [110] 0.96 0.97 
Method 5 [111]  ----- 0.96 
and absence of other nearby bone structures. The thoracic vertebrae show the 
most variability, most likely due to the presence of rib structures that are 
erroneously classified as vertebral body when using the extended mask. 
Although the results from the lumbar region seem better than the thoracic 
case, the boundary approximation introduces error due to the larger size of the 
vertebrae in this region.  
The authors from [106] evaluated five methods [107]-[111] submitted to the 
“2nd MICCAI challenge for spine segmentation” of 2014 for segmentation of the 
whole vertebrae and then they proceeded to segment the vertebral bodies by 
identifying landmarks based on HU intensity on the dataset provided in [135], 
which presents CT scans with a slice thickness ranging from 0.7 mm to 2 mm. 
Table 7 shows a summary of the maximum Dice score obtained for the 
vertebral body segmentation on each evaluated method. The first thing to 
notice is that instance segmentation for the cervical vertebrae is not performed 
by any of the methods, which represents an advantage for my proposed 
method. Method 5 [111] only works on the lumbar region. By inspecting the 
values from Table 6, it can be observed that the Dice scores obtained by my 




Figure 25. Sagittal view of the class map obtained for the vertebrae. 
 
Figure 26. 3D rendering of vertebral bodies labeling. 
similar to the results obtained for Method 2 [108] on the high-axial resolution 
scans from the MICCAI dataset [135]. 
4.3.2. Qualitative results 
I ran the proposed algorithm against scans from the HSCT dataset for 22 
patients corresponding to the 28th day post-HSCT. For all the tested volumes, 
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the 23 desired vertebrae were identified. The major discrepancies occurred at 
the boundaries between two vertebrae. In the HSCT dataset, the intervertebral 
discs are almost indistinguishable to the naked eye in the cervical region and 
become more detectable while traversing the spine. In the thoracic and lumbar 
regions, the differences generated by the approximation method are more 
visible. Figure 25 shows a sagittal slice from a sample CT scan with the 
vertebral class map overlapped, and Figure 26 shows a 3D rendering for the 
same CT scan. Each color represents a unique vertebral body, starting with C2 
at the top on both figures, followed by C3 through C7, the thoracic vertebrae 
T1-T12 and finally the lumbar vertebrae L1-L5, with L5 located at the bottom. 
In both figures, the boundary between two vertebrae is delimitated by the 
parametric lines resulting from Eq. (30), as discussed in section 4.2. Additional 
examples of individual vertebral body segmentation are shown in Appendix B. 
4.4. SUV Measurement on Vertebral Bodies 
One of the major motivations for identifying and detecting the individual 
vertebral bodies in this project is to obtain automated SUV measurements from 
the PET scans. As I discussed in Chapter 3, the patients scans from the HSCT 
study were acquired using the joint PET/CT modality. However, this is a two-
stage process: first the patient is scanned with low-dose CT, and then the PET 
scanning takes place. The scan resolutions of the two modalities are different. 
On the CT scan, the voxels are anisotropic with an approximate size of 
1.17mm × 1.17mm × 5mm. On the other hand, the PET voxels are isotropic 
with size 4mm × 4mm × 4mm. Examples of sagittal slices for the PET and CT 
scans are shown in Figure 27. The difference in resolution on both imaging 
techniques presents an issue for acquiring the desired SUV measurements. 
Specifically, the data required for calculating SUV is located on the PET scans. 
However, the PET scans lack sufficient resolution for detecting the marrow 




Figure 27. CT (left) and PET (right) sagittal slices from a sample subject. 
A: Scanning one day before HSCT treatment. B: 28 days after treatment. 
radiotracer is low as it typically is on the scans from the day before the HSC 
transplant and often is even on scans acquired three to five days after 
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transplant, as shown in the top-right slice from Figure 27. Additionally, the 
initial reference point varies when changing the modalities, causing a 
misalignment between the CT and PET images. In order to obtain the desired 
SUV measurements, the approach I took is to extract the desired bone 
structures from the CT image space and then translate them to the PET image 
space. I implemented this process using the spatial information contained in 
the affine matrices obtained from the scans. Using the acquired segmentation 
mask for individual vertebral bodies, I converted the whole image (i.e., the joint 
CT and PET scans) to the PET space by using the expression from Eq. (8) and 
with aid of the Scikit library [124], resulting in a new mask conforming to the 
voxel coordinate system of the PET scans. Some padding and cropping were 
necessary to match the exact volume dimensions. After this conversion, the 
information from each individual segmentation class can then be accessed by 
simply filtering the desired label (1 to 23, starting from C2). The values of the 
obtained PET voxels were then stored in a list for further analysis to obtain 
the desired SUV measurements. Upsampling techniques such as interpolation 
or creating an intermediate image space for both the PET and CT images were 
not considered since doing so would be likely to distort the precalculated SUV 
values that are tightly coupled to the PET voxel dimensions.  
4.4.1. Results 
I ran the instance segmentation algorithm on the scans corresponding to 
the 28th day after transplant for 22 patients to identify 23 unique vertebrae: 
C2-C7, T1-T12 and L1-L5. Then, by matching the obtained mask to the voxel 
coordinate system of the PET images, I extracted the SUV values for each one 
of the individual vertebrae to calculate some statistics of relevance for clinical 
study, including the mean, median, maximum, and standard deviation of the 
SUV. The same procedure was performed for the sternum and pelvis masks 




Figure 28. SUV distribution of the vertebral bodies from a sample patient, on 
the 28th day after HSCT treatment. The boxes extend from the first quartile to 
the third quartile. Orange segments inside each box indicate the median value. 
Whiskers extend to the minimum/maximum value within ± 1.5 times the 
interquartile range. The circles represent values outside that range. 
vertebral bodies of a sample patient is shown in the boxplots from Figure 28. 
The boxes in this figure extend from the first quartile 𝑄1 to the third quartile 
𝑄3 of the SUV extracted from each vertebra. Orange segments inside each box 
indicate the median value. The whiskers extend to the minimum and 
maximum value within ± 1.5 times the interquartile range 𝑄3 − 𝑄1. The small 
circles represent outliers, i.e., values that fall outside said range. Additional 
examples of the SUV distribution are shown in Appendix C. 
For comparison, I took the SUV results obtained by Carson [15] on the same 
subset of patients from the HSCT dataset. I calculated the difference between 
the two methods on the four statistics (mean, median, maximum, standard 
deviation) of each individual vertebra. Figure 29 shows the distribution of the 
magnitudes of the differences for a sample patient in the form of boxplots. As 
previously discussed, the boxes extend from the first quartile 𝑄1 to the third 
quartile 𝑄3, the whiskers extend to ±1.5 times the interquartile range, and 
outliers are represented by the small circles. The best agreement in the data  
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Figure 29. Distribution of the magnitude difference in the statistics calculated 
in the present work and [15]. a: Mean b: Median c: Maximum d: Standard 
Deviation. The boxes extend from the first quartile to the third quartile. 
Whiskers extend to the minimum/maximum value within ± 1.5 times the 
interquartile range. The circles represent values outside that range. The large 
segment inside the box indicates the median value and the “X” marker the 
mean. 
distribution occurs between the max SUV and the standard deviation (SD) of 
the SUV, as indicated by the interquartile ranges located within ±2 SUV. This 
is an encouraging result, since I noticed that the peak SUV values are usually 
located towards the center of the vertebral body, thus indicating a proper 
identification of the vertebra centroid by both methods. The method described 
by Carson in [15] for vertebrae identification, assigns a single label to each 
axial slice, i.e., it assumes that the boundary between two vertebrae is flat, 
unlike my proposed algorithm that considers a slope between the vertebrae, as 
discussed in section 4.2. This translates into a more prominent variability in 
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the distribution of mean and median, as indicated by the two boxplots located 
at the top of Figure 29.  
4.5. Discussion 
In this chapter I presented a method for instance segmentation of 
individual vertebral bodies, making use of some anatomical properties of the 
vertebrae for estimating the boundaries between vertebrae. This method, 
unlike others evaluated, was designed considering undersampled CT scans like 
the ones in the HSCT dataset. For volumes with better axial resolution a 
refinement of the boundary detection is needed, as indicated by the results 
obtained in the lumbar region which usually show higher contrast. The 
segmentation masks obtained from the CT scans were then translated to the 
PET image space for extracting the SUV from each vertebra and computing 
statistics that may be used as indicators of the patient recovery after treatment 
[7], [8]. The PET image space was chosen to prevent alterations in the 
precalculated SUV values; however, if the original PET data is available, other 
registration methods could be considered for resampling the data and 
calculating the SUV on the final step. I compared my method with Carson’s 
[15], and there is a strong agreement in the maximum values obtained from 
both results as seen in Figure 29. Carson’s technique wisely exploits the 
information from the dual PET/CT modality to extract SUV values. However, 
this requires that the radiotracer exhibits high metabolic activity in the 
patient, which is unlikely to be observed in the early stages of the HSCT 
treatment regimen when the immune system is ablated. With my proposed 
solution, the SUV can be extracted from scans at any time, which could be used 
by medical professionals for monitoring the condition of the patient throughout 




Chapter 5. CNN Classifier for post-HSCT Evaluation 
 
In the previous chapter I presented an algorithm for extracting and 
calculating SUV statistics (mean, standard deviation, max, and median SUV) 
from the segmentation masks obtained in Chapter 3. Although obtaining the 
SUV from the PET/CT scans is useful for quantifying the metabolic activity of 
the bone marrow, its application and interpretations are still subject of debate 
in the medical community, generating divided opinions [136]-[139]. For the 
particular case of the HSCT study by Williams et al. [7], [8], the purpose of 
ablating the bone marrows is to eliminate the carcinogenic cells. Stem cell 
transplantation (HSCT) can only be performed after the patient is certified to 
be cancer free. Once the transplant has occurred, hematopoietic activity can be 
sensed and evaluated by the PET imaging. Dr. Holter (2021) indicated that 
high SUV measurements do not necessarily imply an optimal patient recovery 
[12], since the high activity may be caused by either cancerous cells 
reproliferating or by normal hematopoietic activity. The spatial distribution of 
the SUV within the marrow cavities of the bones may be a better indicator of 
successful engraftment of the patient. Certain patterns of metabolic activity 
that are believed to be potentially indicative of normal recovery versus graft 
failure versus relapse have been repeatedly observed by the physicians in the 
HSCT study as illustrated by the two examples shown in Figure 30. What is 
believed is that normal engraftment is potentially indicated by a semi-
concentric pattern of the detected cell activity about a central location in the 
marrow cavity, as illustrated in the left image of Figure 30. Comparatively 
irregular patterns of activity, visually resembling “sacks” inside the marrow 
cavity as illustrated in the right image of Figure 30, are believed to be 




Figure 30. Axial PET slices on the 28th day after treatment. Left: normal 
engraftment Right: possible relapse. Images have been smoothed for better 
visualization. 
distribution within individual bones could be shown to correlate with relapse, 
it could lead to a clinically significant means of early relapse prediction, 
thereby enabling the timely application of life saving therapy modulations that 
would not otherwise be possible. 
With that information in hand, I propose a CNN-based classifier for 
automatically detecting possible relapsing cases, which could potentially assist 
medical personnel by reducing the time-consuming task of manually 
examining numerous individual marrow cavities in multiple scans. 
5.1. Implementation Details 
5.1.1. Dataset 
Using the PET/CT scans from the 28th day post-HSCT, I isolated the 
individual vertebral bodies with the method described in Chapter 4. I then 
proceeded to label the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae using the criteria 
previously described. The cervical vertebrae were not considered due to their 
small size. Vertebrae presenting a concentric patterns of SUV data as 




Figure 31. DenseNet architecture, extracted from [16]. 
irregular SUV patterns such as the one in the right image of Figure 30 were 
labeled with a “1” to indicate possible relapse. Based on a manual examination 
of the data, it was determined that six of the selected 22 patients in the HSCT 
dataset presented the abnormal pattern on at least one vertebral body, 
coinciding with 83% of the relapsing cases reported by Dr. Holter [12]. 
5.1.2. Model Architecture 
The model I selected for this classification task was based on the DenseNet 
architecture [16]. As shown in Figure 31, this architecture consists of several 
densely connected blocks, which are formed by a sequence of batch 
normalization, activation, and convolutional layers. Specifically, the variant 
with four densely connected blocks was used, since the successive 
downsampling that occurs after each stage would be impractical with a larger 
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number of blocks, due to the small dimension of the segmented vertebral 
bodies.  
Given that I used this model for a binary classification task (“normal” and 
“irregular” SUV patterns presented in Figure 30), a channel size of 1 was 
selected for the input and output layers. The dimensions of the input volumes 
were set to 24 × 24 × 24 voxels, since this is the minimum size that is a multiple 
of 4 and also contains a whole vertebral body. That constraint on the size was 
required for supporting the successive downsampling that occurs between 
layers. 
The selected kernel size dimensions were 3 × 3 × 3 for convolution and 
2 × 2 × 2 for downsampling. As for the U-Net model, batch normalization was 
performed after each block. The selected activation function was ReLU [68], 
[69] since the architecture for the classifier was simpler than the one presented 
in Chapter 3.  
5.1.3. Training 
The data was split into three subsets: training, validation, and test. 70% of 
the available segmented vertebral bodies were used for training, 20% for 
validation and 10% for testing. Data augmentation was performed on the 
training data, except that this time only random rotation and flipping was 
applied to prevent altering the SUV distribution. The ADAM algorithm [70] 
was again selected as the optimizer function, with a learning rate 𝛼 equal to 
10-5, and exponential decay rates 𝛽1 = 0.9 and 𝛽2 = 0.999 for the estimates of 
the first and second moments of the gradient. The reason for changing the 
selected value for the learning rate with respect to the previous value used 
(10-4) in the 3D U-Net presented in Chapter 3 was that convergence of the error 
function during the DenseNet training can be achieved faster than training 




Figure 32 Cross-Entropy loss during training. 
cross-entropy loss [56], defined for a binary classifier as 




where 𝑔𝑖 represents the ground truth values (0 or 1), and 𝑝𝑖 the probabilities 
for the positive class. 
The model training ran over 100 epochs, with a batch size of 2. Convergence 
started at about the 60th epoch, as indicated by Figure 32. An initial run of 200 
epochs caused a divergence after the 120th epoch, which was the reason for 
using a lower epoch size. Like the 3D U-Net case, a margin of approximately 
0.1 in the loss function is appropriate to prevent overfitting. 
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Table 8. Confusion matrix obtained by the DenseNet classifier on the test 
data. 
 Actual Positive Actual Negative 
Predicted Positive 11 4 
Predicted Negative 1 23 
 
 
Figure 33. ROC curve for the DenseNet classifier. 
5.2. Results 
The test data was used for measuring the model performance, obtaining an 
AUC of 0.931 as shown in Figure 33. The ROC curve shows a very high level 
of performance, close to theoretically optimal, for the proposed classifier since 
the curve approaches near to the top-left corner of the graph. Table 8 shows 
the confusion matrix generated by the predictions of the DenseNet classifier. 
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The positive class refers to the irregular pattern presented to the left of 
Figure 30, labeled as “1” in the dataset, and the negative classes refers to the 
semi-concentric pattern labeled as “0”, as indicated in Section 5.1.1. The values 
of the confusion matrix were used to calculate the accuracy of the model, as 
indicated in Section 2.2.2, obtaining an accuracy of 92%. Due to the novelty of 
using 18F-FLT as a radiotracer on post-HSCT patients, to date there are no 
similar published works to compare this model performance against. Proper 
evaluation by medical staff will determine the feasibility of the proposed model 
for translation to clinical practice.  
5.3. Discussion 
In this chapter, I presented a CNN model for classifying the patterns 
generated by the spatial distribution of SUV within the bone marrow cavities 
of the vertebral bodies on post-HCST patients. The model uses the DenseNet 
architecture with four densely connected layers with batch normalization and 
ReLU activation. The patterns presented in Figure 30 served as criteria for 
generating the ground truth data, obtaining an accuracy of 92% after training. 
I expect that this model could be used as an auxiliary tool for monitoring the 





Chapter 6. Conclusion 
 
In this thesis, I have presented an automated framework for extracting 
SUV measurements from the undersampled PET/CT scans obtained on the 
study of post-HSCT patients [7],[8]. The proposed framework combines 
traditional image processing with the widely used convolutional neural 
networks for segmentation of bone structures and identifying individual 
vertebral bodies, which are used for obtaining the SUV from the patient scans, 
simplifying the time-consuming task of manually examining numerous scans. 
Additionally, a classifier was trained based on the spatial distribution of the 
SUV, which can be employed as a monitoring tool to assess patient status after 
transplant. 
To accomplish the segmentation of bone structures from the CT scans 
present in the HSCT dataset, I trained a 3D U-Net variant of the architecture 
presented in [4]. The refinements that I introduced in my application include 
substituting the instance normalization by batch normalization in both the 
encoder and decoder path of the network, since the batch size I used during 
training was small due to memory constraints, and the addition of a stride 
convolution on the residual units for matching the input sizes when required, 
as described in the documentation provided by the MONAI framework [119].  
The data used for training the network was provided by Nguyen [13], 
consisting of dictionary-based files for MATLAB® and raw slices containing the 
ground-truth annotations for three bone structures: vertebral body, sternum, 
and pelvis, where most of the annotations correspond to background voxels. I 
converted the annotations to the NIfTI format for better organization, and 
applied augmentations during the model training to increment the data 
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variability. To assess the imbalance of background and non-background voxels, 
I opted for the Dice Loss [80] as the loss function. The Dice scores obtained 
after training were slightly above 0.8 using a threshold of 0.5 on the generated 
probability map. Changing the threshold function to argmax resulted in an 
improvement of over +0.05 points in the Dice score, obtaining a mean value of 
0.916 for the segmentation of vertebral bodies. The qualitative results 
presented in Section 3.2.2 indicate that the major discrepancies between the 
ground-truth and predicted volumes were caused by the apparition of false 
positive voxels, which are more visible in the intervertebral discs from the 
lumbar region for the vertebral body class, and in the costal cartilage for the 
sternum. 
In order to identify the individual vertebrae from the segmented mask 
obtained from the 3D U-Net, I introduced an instance segmentation algorithm 
taking advantage of some anatomical priors. Padding the spinal column mask 
in the axial plane was performed to identify the presence of pedicles on each 
axial slice, which were used as indicator of the starting point of a new vertebra. 
The inter-vertebral boundaries were estimated introducing a parametric line 
between two contiguous vertebrae. I tested the algorithm using downsampled 
volumes from the Verse dataset [112]-[114], obtaining a mean Dice score of 
0.898, 0.838 and 0.882 for the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebrae 
respectively. I then ran the algorithm on the CT scans from the HSCT study 
[7], [8], corresponding to the 28th day after the transplant, to segmentate the 
vertebrae from C2 to L5.  
Segmentation of individual vertebrae was necessary to extract the SUV 
measurements from the bone marrow cavities. Since the PET scans and the 
CT scans from the HCST study present different resolutions, spacing and 
origin, I translated the segmented volumes from the CT space to the PET 
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space, using affine matrixes containing the spatial information. The PET 
volumes remained unaltered to prevent distorting the precalculated SUV. I 
then used the extracted values to calculate the median, mean, maximum and 
standard deviation of SUV within each individual vertebra. The results 
obtained with this method were compared to the method proposed by Carson 
[15] for instance segmentation of the vertebral bodies, resulting in a strong 
agreement in the values of standard deviation and maximum SUV, with most 
of the data concentrated within the ±2 margin. The variability in the mean and 
median SUV can be attributed to the differences in the methodology used for 
detecting the boundaries between contiguous vertebrae. 
Finally, the 3D classifier presented in Chapter 5 was trained for classifying 
the patterns generated by the spatial distribution of the SUV within the bone 
marrow of the vertebral bodies. It has been suggested that the irregular 
pattern presented in Figure 30 could be potentially used as indicator of relapse 
on post-HSCT patients [12]. The segmented vertebral bodies obtained by using 
the method described in Chapter 4 were labelled according to the patterns 
discussed in Chapter 5. The selected model was based on the DenseNet 
architecture [16], with four densely connected blocks. After training, an AUC 
of 0.931 was obtained by the classifier, with an accuracy of 92%. Proper 
evaluation by medical staff will determine the feasibility of the proposed model 
for translation to clinical practice. 
6.1. Original Contributions 
The original contributions of this work include the following: 
- A CNN for segmentation of bone structures on undersampled CT scans: 
the model is based on a 3D U-Net architecture and was trained using 
the HSCT dataset for segmentation of the sternum, pelvis, and vertebral 
bodies. Compared to other methods, this one was trained specifically for 
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scans with a low axial resolution and requires less training than the 
multi-view ensemble U-Net presented by Carson [15], obtaining a mean 
Dice score of 0.916 for segmentation of vertebral bodies. 
- An algorithm for segmentation of the individual vertebral bodies: by 
using prior knowledge of the anatomical characteristics of the vertebrae, 
I introduced an iterative algorithm for identifying each vertebral body 
on the segmentation mask obtained from the 3D U-Net. The obtained 
mean Dice score for undersampled volumes is > 0.83 on the cervical, 
thoracic, and lumbar regions. The individual vertebrae were used for 
extracting the SUV from the PET scans, with results for the max SUV 
within ± 2 compared to Carson’s method for SUV extraction [15]. 
- A 3D classifier for post-HSCT patients: by using the observations made 
on the spatial distribution of SUV values 28 days after the HSCT 
treatment, I trained a DenseNet [16] model for detecting possible 
relapsing cases, obtaining an AUC value of 0.931 and an accuracy of 
92%. This model could assist on monitoring the recovery process of 
HSCT patients. 
These contributions were specially tailored for the undersampled PET/CT 
scans obtained in the study of 18F-FLT as radiotracer on post-HCST patients 
[7], [8] and I expect could facilitate the tasks performed by the physicians. 
6.2. Recommendations for Further Research 
Based on the work presented in this thesis, enhancements and future works 
include: 
- Increasing the number of annotated volumes: although the 3D U-Net 
presents a high Dice Score (0.916 for vertebral bodies) using the 
available sparse annotations, the current model performance can be 
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improved by providing more training data using transfer learning. 
Additional data also contributes to a proper validation/test ratio.  
- Increasing the number of segmentation classes (like femur, liver, and 
spleen) can contribute to future studies on localized regions. SUV 
extraction from the additional classes could potentially provide a better 
understanding of the patient behavior during the post-HSCT recovery 
process. 
- The low axial resolution issue could be addressed with aid of Generative 
Adversarial Networks (GAN) for attempting to reconstruct the slices 
with a different Kernel, like the approach presented in [140]. This way, 
the image contrast can be enhanced without exposing the patients to 
higher radiation dose. 
- The approach used in Chapter 4 provides a somewhat simplified method 
for estimating the vertebral boundaries given the limited axial 
resolution, which assumes no malformations on the patient’s spine. 
Designing a proper geometrical model is required for evaluating 
patients presenting fractures, osteoporosis, or other pre-existing 
conditions.  
- Additional CNN architectures can be trained as classifiers of the spatial 
distribution of SUV and to provide a performance comparison with the 
architecture presented in Chapter 5. Proper evaluation from medical 
specialists is still required for providing the ground truth data and 




Appendix A. Multi-class Segmentation Masks 
 
Figure 34. Examples of the segmentation masks obtained by using the argmax 
function and the U-Net described in Chapter 3, for three predicted classes: 
vertebral body (green), sternum (yellow), and pelvis (red) on four sample 
patients form the HSCT dataset.   
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Figure 35. 3D rendering of the vertebral segmentation, obtained by using the 

















Figure 36. SUV distribution of the vertebral bodies from four sample patients 
(A to D) from the HSCT dataset on the 28th day after HSCT treatment, using 
the method described in Section 4.4. The boxes extend from the first quartile 
to the third quartile. Orange segments inside each box indicate the median 
value. Whiskers extend to the minimum/maximum value within ± 1.5 times 
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